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Special Audi A5

“The attraction was not just the car as an object. After all, I have photogra-

phed cars many times before! The attraction was the task of presenting a car 

as a work of art. Our intention was to produce a road movie, with everything 

set in an region where you would really want to drive a car like the A5 – Ligu-

ria. One smooth curve after another, breathtaking scenery ... Playing the lea-

ding roles: the husband-and-wife actors Robert Seeliger and Natalia Wörner. 

And then of course our diva: the Audi A5. It was love at first sight. Because 

the car, like the actors, does not come across as overdone, but as vivacious 

and extremely striking. The A5 – relaxed, dynamic, modern. It represents 

freedom and indulgence. Intensive living – with no compromises.”
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There’s no doubt about it: the Audi A5 is an Italian! It may have been born 

and bred in Bavaria, and it may have German genes such as perfection, precision 

and quality, but it’s an Italian none the less. One glance is enough: the lines and 

the surfaces look even more sensual under the Mediterranean sun. That powerful, 

determined look, those muscular but elegant shoulders, that strong presence and 

cat-like, supple movements. An Italian from Audi, with style and elegance, love of 

life and dynamism.

 

Italy: how could there be any other location for this road movie? For a short 

film about serenity and drama, tranquillity and energy, intensity and beauty. In 

themselves – the essence of Italy and of the Audi A5! Not a road movie shot at 24 

frames a second with a Cinemascope camera, but one that tells its story in 50 pho-

tographs, some in colour, some in black-and-white, often crisply sharp, sometimes 

softer. But always shot traditionally. This is more than just a philosophy on Gabo’s 

part; it’s done because “the world is curved”.... and not made of digital block.

GABO: she has photographed Germany’s ex-Chancellor Gerhard Schröder 

and actor/writer Peter Ustinov. Kevin Costner and Boris Becker, Veronica Ferres 

and Jette Joop have all been in front of her lens as well. She is the star portrait 

photographer in Germany, someone who sensitively seeks out the person behind 

the personality. For the Audi A5 and its Italian journey she soon bestowed the 

leading roles on the actress and actor (and married couple) Natalia Wörner and 

Robert Seeliger. Both from Germany and yet so Italian. Just like the car itself.
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Audi A5: one of its parents is an Italian after all. Not just according to his 

passport, but also in his lifestyle and convictions too: Walter de’Silva, one of the 

great names in car design, has created a masterpiece with the Audi A5: a Gran 

Turismo model, a sporty, dynamic coupé in the classic tradition for long jour-

neys  –  but interpreted with all the elements of Audi’s modern, progressive design 

language. The car’s intelligently positioned lines have a quality all of their own, 

which stems from their clarity and simplicity. The result is an extremely elegant 

coupé that displays its power without any hint of aggression.

 

Walter de’Silva: It is his conviction that Italian and German characteristics 

complement each other perfectly, even if this may come as a surprise to some 

people. “When Italian style meets German precision, the outcome is something 

special.” Like the Audi A5, for instance. Audi has not only endowed it with “Vor-

sprung durch Technik” but also with the superior quality of the interior as well as 

its craftsmanship in general – all of which reveal the point at which carmaking 

becomes art. Art as an expression of accomplishment. That’s Audi!

Intensiv: yes, the Audi A5 is an intensive experience, visually -  and still more 

when you drive it. As intensive as the zest for life in GABO’s pictures. What’s the 

secret of this intensity? Walter de’Silva’s answer: “There is no secret. The diffe-

rence is passion. 
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„Perhaps it’s about more than just the moment for me. I 

want to convey personality and emotion, character and 

sensuality. And these are things which cannot be imitated. 

I try to capture and preserve them – so that the world itself 

is preserved! After all, the world consists of so much more 

than just data and information. It goes without saying that,

for a car, technology and form are the central elements. But 

the car as a whole is imbued with feeling by the emotions 

provoked by our images. The challenge of bringing this all 

together and creating a “bella machina” with the Italian sty-

le of an elegant German car, with the design clearly bearing 

the hallmarks of de’Silva – this was the real attraction of the 

shoot.”
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